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Skidworks
Specialty Skid Steer and 
Telehandler Attachments

www.skidworks.com
sales@skidworks.com

1-855-SKIDWORKS
763-742-6473

2020 Retail Pricing USD

Side dump buckets (**Blast-Hole bucket option) 

SD60 $6295
SD72 $6895
SD84 $7295
SD90 $7795
SD96 $7995

(Approx. width sizes in above product numbers.  Other standard measurements are approx. 22” 
height, approx. 15” depth to first bend of shell, approx. 30” depth to second bend in shell.  All 
sizes subject to change) Right dump please add $399.  Bolt-on edge $399.
(**Blast-hole 18” bolt-on projection chute add $399 - tapers to 8”)

Kwik Mag (Scrap metal magnet) 

KM1027 $16,995
KM1027-EXT $17,890 (18” extension boom)
KM1028 $17,990
KM1028-EXT $18,885 (18” extension boom)

Jake Bucket (Hydraulic concrete placement 
bucket) 

JB50 $7195 (1/2 yard)
JB75 $7495 (3/4 yard)
JB100 $7995 (1 yard)
JB125 $8595 (1 1/4 yard)
JB150 $9395 (1 1/2 yard) 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Dump Hoppers 

DH100 $3595
DH150 $3995
DH200 $4695 (64” W, 71 D, 36 H)
DH250 $4995
DH300 $5695 (76” W, 92 D, 36 H)

Jibset (Hydraulic winch boom) 

JS3000-4 $13,995
JS3000-6 $14,995
JS4000-4 $15,995
JS4000-6 $17,695
JS6000-4 $20,995

Customer responsible for following all local, state and federal 
guidelines for crane and hoisting equipment including any 
applicable licensing or certifications. 

Jibset configurable for skid steer or certain telehandler brands.  Call for details.

Monster Grapple (Big Skid Steer or 
Telehandlers)

MG84 $8995
MG90 $9395
MG96 $9995  
MG102 $10,595
MG108 $10,995

Call for further details!
763-742-6473
1-855-SKIDWORKS
www.skidworks.com 

sales@skidworks.com
facebook.com/skidsteerattachments

Skidworks brand - Since 2002

(Pricing subject to change.  Errors and omissions are inadvertent, and will be updated upon discovery.  
Customer responsible for host machine compatibility with all OiR/Skidworks attachments.)
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